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Abstract 

Systems engineering must necessarily have the agility to anticipate and effectively respond to an increasingly dynamic 
and uncertain environment. Agile systems engineering, agile software engineering, and agile any-kind-of engineering 
share common goals and leverage common agility-enabling strategies. This article succinctly describes eight strategic 
aspects with application discussions at the systems engineering level. 
 
Cracking the Shell 

Agile software development has pioneered and proliferated methods for managing software projects (e.g. Scrum et al.) 
and engineering software products (e.g. XP et al.) when knowledge is uncertain and environments are dynamic. The 
success of these approaches is challenging other engineering disciplines to find better ways to navigate their development 
activities through similar uncertainties and dynamics. 

Agile software development methods (process tactics) necessarily leverage the nature of software engineering. A 
software product is created by engineers who are supported by an integrated hierarchy of many tools (computers, code 
compilers, user interfaces, development platforms, et al.) that gives them fast turn-around control over design, fabrication, 
and verification. Piecewise functional prototypes can be created and tested in minutes, and deployed into evolving user 
product in hours and days. 

Contrast that with electronic printed circuit board (PCB) development – procured parts, separate design and fabrication 
engineers, custom mechanical enclosure designs, procurement interaction, and supply chain issues. Oversimplified, but 
the nature of engineering activity and concerns is clearly very different. Making a PCB engineering process more agile 
would necessarily use different methods than software development. Nevertheless, those methods would have the same 
fundamental goals: reduce the adverse effects of uncertain knowledge and dynamic environments. 

While tactical methods necessarily vary among different engineering domains (the how part), strategies for achieving 
common goals (the what and why parts) are domain independent. This article offers eight strategic aspects (Figure 1) that 
individually can improve the agility of engineering in any domain as well as at the systems engineering level. The next 
two pages present all eight strategic aspects, each in terms of needs (why) and behaviors (what), with a discussion of 
application from the systems engineering point of view.  

 
Figure 1: Eight strategic aspects of Agile Engineering 
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The succinctness of the descriptions and the display on two pages is done with purpose. Descriptive content attempts 
to be sufficient to inform and direct application intent without overly constraining approaches compatible with culture, 
organizational readiness, and possible contract constraints. This two-page brief can function as a personal things-to-
consider scope reminder or as a whole-picture guide for collaborative discussion or improvement. 

Each of the aspects can individually improve capability to deal with uncertain knowledge and dynamic environments 
in any engineering process; but to have something intended as an agile engineering process at either domain or system 
level requires multiple aspects operating in concert. Individual aspects are strategic concepts that can tactically manifest 
over a range of intensity. Thus, the degree of agility is a product of how many of these aspects are operational as well as 
how effectively each one contributes to the agility required by the operating environment. 

These eight aspects in their current form have emerged from the pooled knowledge of the authors of this article – 
knowledge gained from their experiences in case study work, university research work, and responsibilities for 
organizational systems engineering processes and practices. None of these aspects are new concepts. What is new is the 
amalgamation organized as domain independent fundamental strategies for engineering when knowledge is uncertain and 
operating environments are dynamic. 

Figure 2 depicts the relationship between the eight strategic aspects presented here and the nine foundational concepts 
in the roadmap developed for Agility in the Future of Systems Engineering (Willett et al. 2021). Maturing and evolving 
the concepts on the right side will leverage the aspects on the left side. 

 

Whether your organization is down the road already or just thinking about the values of being more agile, each of the 
aspects likely has some form of practice in place already. One way to inspire actionable awareness of the collective view 
beyond theory is to develop and share a short case study – one that shows each aspect in real practice instances 
somewhere in your organization. 
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Figure 2. Large organizations likely have units working in both early and advanced stages 
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